Coming up in the ARCO Forum
Monday, Dec 4th, 8:00-9:00pm
“Eradicating Slavery Around the World” with panelists Francis Bok and Charles Jacobs.

Access your billing information online: http://www.termbill.harvard.edu

Lend a Hand(el)
Join in on the 28th Annual Dunstr House Messiah Sing on December 14th at 8pm in the Dunster dining hall with the Mozart Society Orchestra and splendid soloists. Audience members may sing the choir parts, or just sit and listen. Scores and refreshments provided.

Going Once...
Don’t miss out on the upcoming House and Neighborhood Development (HAND) One-Shot at Fair Foods on Saturday, December 2 (10am-2:30pm). Volunteers will help repackaged donated foods to be distributed to shelters and low-income families. Interested? Meet in Leverett Dining Hall at 9:45am on Saturday, wearing clothes you don’t mind getting dirty.

Questions? Contact HAND One-Shots Coordinator Nive Jerath (njerath@fas)

“More important than winning the election, is governing the nation. That is the test of a political party - the acid, final test.” - Adlai Stevenson
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Intramurals, Taking Care of Business
From Dave Stolzar, IM Guru

Leverett won the 7-on-7 Co-ed Soccer Tournament, beating Mather in a hard-fought final match. Leverett took a 1-0 lead into halftime after a goal by newcomer Laura Dichtel, on a great cross by Adam Storeygard. Mather tied it in the second half, and after two 5-minute overtimes in which no one scored, the game went into a shootout. Leverett scored on its first three shots, by Sebastian Fain, Dave Stolzar, and John Wood, and goalie Damien Matthews saved three of Mather’s first four shots to clinch the victory.

Don’t Get Left Out in the Cold: Winter IM’s
Check the bulletin board outside the dining hall and your e-mail for updates on Basketball, squash, and ice hockey. E-mail stolzar@fas to sign up for any winter IM’s.

Bach Soc presents: A Family Reunion!
Did you know that in addition to being a prolific composer, JS Bach also found time to have twenty children? Come hear the work of this very virile composer at the Bach Society Orchestra concert on December 8th, at 8pm in Paine Hall. We will also be featuring the music of his children CPE, JC, and PDQ, the twenty-first child, and black sheep of the family. Tickets are available for $6 at the Harvard Box Office, from members of the orchestra, and at the

Worship Your Way to an A
If you find you have a final examination scheduled at a time that conflicts with a religious observance of yours, please contact the Registrar’s Office (5-1542), 20 Garden Street, by Thursday, December 14th for help in resolving the conflict.

Demystify the Ad Board
Questions about the Ad Board? Senior Tutor Glenn Magid is always happy to answer any questions you may have about the Ad Board and to describe how it works. Don’t hesitate to ask. You can pick up a number of different written discussions of the Board, including the “Administrative Board and the Judicial Board: A User’s Guide for Students.” Pages 325-332 in the “Handbook for Students” discuss the Board, its procedures and its membership as well. Knowledge is power you know.

What a Difference A Day Makes
Join AIDS Education and Outreach (AEO) in recognizing World AIDS Day this Friday, December 1. Look for ribbons and useful information cards in your dining halls beginning this Wednesday, and be sure to stop by the AEO table at the Science Center on Friday.

Stephanie’s Fun Facts — online at www.funfacts.org
Join the fun facts o’ the week e-mail list, e-mail murg@fas

The first bubble gum ever marketed was called “Blibber-Blubber.” Offered by the Frank Fleer Corporation in 1906, it never caught on because it was sticky and brittle. In 1928, Fleer introduced the much-improved “Dubble Bubble” using a formula developed by an accountant in his company.

While their specialty was singing, opera stars Nellie Melba and Luisa Tetrazzini are known for food that has been named after them: Nellie for peach melba and melba toast and Luisa for chicken tetrazzini.

Thanks HoCo, for a great Leverett tailgate!

In case of a weekend emergency, contact the tutor(s) on call at home by phone or by